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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Luis Marco Antonio Aliaga Manassevitz has contributed to the dictionary with 10 meanings that we have approved and
collected in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the
project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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alfombras de aserrin
Mantles or rugs produced in party traditionalists, especially religious, they are made the floor where it will pass the
faithful carrying an anda, these carpets represent figures or religious themes.

ballet folklorico
Set of dancers in traditional feast of a place.

crines sinonimo
CRIN is the hair that horses and other animals have along the top of the neck or in the colaCRINES, Set of thick and
long hairs that have horses from the top of the horse, and along the top of the neck or in the tail Also other animals have
CRINES

endofobia
ENDOFOBIA, is the rejection of one's own culture, is the opposite of XENOFOBIAENDOFOBIA, is hatred towards its
own racial and/or cultural group to which it belongs

fábulas
The F-BBULA, is a type of imaginary short story, of fiction that has the intention of teaching and moralizing, so it must
always be accompanied by a MORALEJAFor an example in the Fable of Aesop called The Hare and the Turtle, leaves
several morals such as : Do not mock others ( The Hare ) Do not trust ( The Hare ) Consistency and perseverance
overcome any obstacle ( The Turtle ) Step by step and without pause you reach the goal ( The turtle)

fdgd
FDGDSon basically acronym in English, whose definition can be determined with the following meaning: - Destinations
of the guide of elegant restaurants

fungible y no fungible
Expendable is what they can consume, using it is going to change its nature. Non-expendable is what does not change
the essence of their nature, for example land, baldio lots, a farm, a House, a river, etc.

geo y grafia
Eduardo:Good afternoon.They are words with latin roots.GEO is EarthSpelling is writing, spelling.Examples: Geography
geopolitics, C<span style="color: rgb(135, 135, 135); font-family: arial, sans-serif-light, sans-serif; font-size: small;
background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);">ristalografia, lexicography; C</span><span style="color: rgb(135, 135, 135);
font-family: arial, sans-serif-light, sans-serif; font-size: small; background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);">aligrafia,
Cecografia, Telegraphs, geocentric, geodesy, geostationary, Georgian.</span><br>

mandar besos
Send greetings, especially stag, or term of oral and/or written conversations.

merituar
Evaluating, rating, qualify, give you a merit, merit, recognition of merits.


